We show the boundedness of some singular integral operators on the energy spaces.
1. Introduction. For a complex-valued continuous function h(x) on the real line R and a real-valued continuous function A(x) on R, we define a kernel by elk. ak,.,)-*--{«">-«>>). x -y \ x -y j These kernels are important in harmonic analysis. Several authors have investigated the boundedness of these kernels as operators from L^-spaces to Lp-spaces [3, 7, 11] , and others have studied the boundedness on the Sobolev spaces only in the case h(x) = x (generalizing l/(x -y)) [1, 2] . In this paper we study the boundedness of these kernels on the energy spaces for infinitely difierentiable functions h(x).
Let C0°° be the totality of infinitely differentiable functions on R with compact support. For 0 < a < 1 we denote by Ea the Banach space of locally integrable functions on R obtained by the completion of C0°° with respect to the norm This is called the a-energy space [10, p. 77] . The a-capacity capa(-) is the capacity defined by the kernel Ka(x) = l/|x|1_a [10, p. 131] . A function a(x) on R is called a multiplier on Ea if the multiplication operator Ma: /g Ea -» a/g Ea is bounded [10, p. 38] . The totality of multipliers on Ea is denoted by M(Ea). The norm of Ma is simply denoted by ||a|| M(E ,. We say that C[h, A] is a-bounded if, for any/ g Ea, We also study some operators closely related to C[h, A]. We define two families, 93 = {Py(x)}v>0, O = {Qv(x)}v>0, of functions on R by Pv(x) = (l/2y)e-W>, QY(x) = (l/2y)sign(x/y)e-^>'.
For a complex-valued function a(x) on R with /R|a(x)|/(1 + x2) dx < oo, we define four operators on C" by ra [ have Halli« < Const.||a||W(£(i). Let A G L°° satisfy \b(x) -b(y)\ < n\a(x) -a(y)\ (x, y g R) for some tj > 0. Then we have, for any/ G Ea,
and hence
In particular, if a(x) is real-valued, then
2. Let L+ be the Banach space of integrable functions on R with respect to the measure dx/(l + |x|). For a kernel K(x, y) (x, y g R), we define Q,(K) by the minimum of C's satisfying the following two inequalities: \K(x, y)\ < C/\x -y\, \dK(x, y)/ax\ + \dK(x, y)/dy\ < C/(x -y)2 (x # y). If such a C does not exist, we put Q,(K) = oo. For/G L" and a kernel K(x, y) with Q,(K) < oo, we put
We say that K(x, y) is a Calderón-Zygmund kernel (CZ-kernel) if Ü(K) < oo,
Kf(x)= lime^0Kef(x) exists a.e. for any/ g L*, and ||/S:*||i2,i2 = supOl/CVIIiz/ll/H^/G L2} < oo.
We write simply ||tf*||cz = Q(K) + \\K*\\Lz Li. Let K(x, y) be a CZ-kernel,/ g L*,
and let (/")^_, be a sequence in L* such that lim"_00||/n -/||t = 0. Then the weak ¿^inequality [6, p. 90 ] yields that lim ."."À/,, (x) = Kf(x) a.e. for some subsequence (fH)JLv We also have K*f(x) < Const.{ Û(Kf)(x) + ||ä"*||cz21c/(jc)} everywhere [6, p. 95] . Let h g C0°° and A(x) be a real-valued function with A' g L00.
Then [7] (cf. [11, 6, (r = \\A'\\L").
We may replace h(x) by (hy)(x) for any y g C" with y(jc) = 1 (|x| < r). Choosing y(x) suitably, we obtain Let S be a dense set in Ea. Then (11) and (12) We say that u(z) satisfies (Ax) with two constants E, 0 < S < 1, if, for any ieï and any Borel set E in X,
where 03(F) = JFu(z) do(z). The following two lemmas are well-known (cf. [5] ).
Lemma 3. Let 1 < p < 2 and let u(z) be a nonnegative function in C satisfying (A ) with a constant E and satisfying, for any X G X, u(X*) < Const. w(X), where X* is the square in 1' with the same center as X and o(X*) = 2a(X). Then, for any F g L2(C, a),
where TlF(z) = sup,eA-xes.^lxW\ an^ Cp 's a constant depending only on p. 3. Proof of Theorem 1.
3.1. Let h(x) be an infinitely differentiable function on R, A(x) a real-valued function on R with A' g M(Ea), and B(x) an infinitely differentiable real-valued function on R with ||#'||W(£-, < IM'||a/(e r We write simply N = 1 + ||^4'||i* + \\A'\\M(Ea). Let T = {(x, B(x)); x g R} "and V= {x + iy g C; y > B(x)). We define a:(x + iy) = \y -B(x)\l-a (x + iy&C).
Then «(À"*) < Const.co(A') (X g 3£). We say that a function g(z) on T is differentiable if lim^oz+í(zr{g(z + O _ g(z)}/f exists everywhere on T. We denote by EaT the Banach space obtained by the completion of differentiable functions on T with compact support with respect to the norm 1/2 wiT-{U'1,'-"tr-"'|,ft||Jtl) where dz is the curvilinear integral element. This is the a-energy space on T. In this section we estimate ||C[A, ^]||aa.
Lemma 5. The function co(z) satisfies (A(4_a)/2) with a constant Const. N.
Proof. We write simply p = (4 -a)/2. For leïwe put / = \ja( X). First we suppose that / > dis(AT, T) (= n), where dis(-, •) denotes the distance. Since ||#'|lz.* < Const. N, we have dis(z, zr) < Const. Nl (z = x + iy g X, zT = x + iB(x)). Hence,
Next we suppose that / < v. Then 17 < dis(z, zr) < Const. A/tj (z g X). Hence, fhxw «S Const. N1~ari1'a and mxu,^Ap-l) < Const. ^«-DAp-i).
Lemma 6. The function co(z) satisfies (Ax) with two constants Const. Nl~a, 1.
Proof. Let X g £ and E c X We put / = /r7?X)~ and tj = dis(A-, T). If / > tj, then u(X) > Const. /3_a, to(£) < Const. Nl-al1-ao(E), and hence, u(E)/u(X) < Const. W'^affVafJ). If I < v, then co(A') > tj1^/2, u(E) < Const. A1-"tj1 ""»(£), and hence, u(E)/u(X) < Const.Arl^aa(£)/a(A'). Q.E.D. Then G+(z) = limvl0G(z + iy) exists a.e. on T and||(jr+|Lr < Const. N2\\G\\a¡/.
Proof. Let F(x + iy) = G(x + i(y + B(x))) (x + iy g U). Then \\F\\aU < Const. A/||G|Lr/. Lemma 7 shows that F+(x) exists a.e. on R and ||F+||a < Const.||F\\aU. Since A' g Lx, G+(z) = F+(Rez) exists a.e. on F and ||G+Lr < Const. N\\F+\\a < Const. N\\F\\aU < Const. /V2||C7||aK. Q.E.D.
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•'r We put G(x + iy) = F(x + i(y -B(x))) (x + iy g V), Then g(z) = lim G(z + iy) a.e. on T. By (16) we have ||G|LK < Const. N\\F\\aU < Const. rV<3+ö>/2||g|Lr. We fix z G V, e > 0, and apply Green's formula to G(l) and l/(z -f) in Vs = V -{£; |z -£| < j} (0 < s < e). Then where pE(w) = 0 (|w| < e/2), pe(w) = (2/e)(|w| -e/2) (e/2 < |w| < e) and pt(w) = 1 (\w\ > e). We denote by Ic(z) and Je(z) the first and second quantities, respectively, on the right side of (18). Note that (dG/dÇ)xy g L2(C, a), where xv(z)
denotes the characteristic function of V. Lemmas 3-6 show that \\®{oG/dl ■ X>)lUc«) < Const. N\\m (3G/3£ • Xk)|I^(c.w) < Const. rV2-a||3G/3f ■ x"ll^(c.<o) < Const. ^2-a||G||aK.
Note that limE^0(3/y3|)(x + iy) = -2iri(dG/dC)(x + iy) a.e. in V (£ = x, .y) and hme_0(3./</3£)(x + z>) = 2z'a©(3G/3£r ■ xv)(x + Ó0 a.e. in V, where a = 1 if Since {/(l + iB'); /g C0°°} is dense in Ea, (15) shows the required inequality.
Q.E.D. We write ß = a/2. We say that a nonnegative measure d\i(z) on U = {x + iy g C; y > 0} is a (ß, l/y)-measure with a constant E if, for any X > 1 and any finite interval / in R, [ dp dfi(x + iy)
•'t/ •'R < Const. /"zy(x,y)2^^= Const./0, ■' (7 7 and hence, we obtain (27) by (28). Q.E.D. Since \a(x) -Pv*a(x)\2 do(x + iy)/y is a (ß, l/y)-measure with a constant Const.||a||2MO, we have, by (27), |L^|2 < Const.||a||2MO||/||2||g||2a.
We have, by (26), |L^|2 < Const.llall^Moll/lLllgH2^ Thus (3) holds. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
5. Remarks. Remark 21. We denote by Fa the totality of functions a(x) in L°° such that af g Ea for any/ g C0°°. We easily see that Fa c L°°. Let us show that if, for a g L00 with compact support, TJO, Sß] is ¿'"-bounded, then a g Fa.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that /R a(x) dx = 0. Since a G L°°, 
